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Abstract. Load imbalance, together with inefficient utiliza-
tion of system resource, constitute major factors responsi-
ble for poor overall performance in Long Term Evolution 
(LTE) network. In this paper, a novel scheme of joint 
dynamic resource allocation and load balancing is pro-
posed to achieve a balanced performance improvement in 
3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) LTE Self-
Organizing Networks (SON). The new method which aims 
at maximizing network resource efficiency subject to inter-
cell interference and intra-cell resource constraints is 
implemented in two steps. In the first step, an efficient 
resource allocation, including user scheduling and power 
assignment, is conducted in a distributed manner to serve 
as many users in the whole network as possible. In the 
second step, based on the resource allocation scheme, the 
optimization objective namely network resource efficiency 
can be calculated and load balancing is implemented by 
switching the user that can maximize the objective func-
tion. Lagrange Multipliers method and heuristic algorithm 
are used to resolve the formulated optimization problem. 
Simulation results show that our algorithm achieves better 
performance in terms of user throughput, fairness, load 
balancing index and unsatisfied user number compared 
with the traditional approach which takes resource alloca-
tion and load balancing into account, respectively. 
Keywords 
Load balancing, resource allocation, LTE SON, 
efficiency and fairness 
1. Introduction 
Mobile operators are facing two challenges in the 
next generation of wireless communication technology: the 
ever-expanding demand for wireless access and the coexis-
tence of heterogeneous network, wherein thousands of 
nodes and parameters should be taken into consideration. 
To address this problem, the technologies of Orthogonal 
Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) and Self-
Organizing Networks (SON) have been introduced by the 
3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Long Term 
Evolution (LTE) to ensure superior mobile service while 
reducing manual intervention. The OFDMA is adopted as 
the downlink access technology in LTE system for its out-
standing performance such as high spectrum efficiency and 
the ability to eliminate intra-cell interference, etc. The 
concept of self-organizing network which including self-
configuration, self-optimization and self-healing, is intro-
duced aiming at reducing operational expenditures (OPEX) 
and improving user experience by automated mechanisms 
as well [1]. However, the network performance is still 
deteriorated due to unbalanced load distributions among 
cells and inefficient utilization of system resource. The 
overload cell not only fails to guarantee the Quality of 
Service (QoS), but may also cause severe inter-cell inter-
ference (ICI) for edge users in neighbor cells. Load balanc-
ing, one of the key technologies in self-optimization, refers 
to the process whereby distributing the load among the 
unequal load cells by tuning the cell handover parameters 
adaptively. In addition, the proper resource allocation 
scheme may accommodate as many users in the heavy load 
cell as possible by improving the resource efficiency, while 
insuring fairness between cell-edge and cell-center users.  
Recently, numerous researches concentrate on load 
balancing or resource allocation in the multi-cell OFDMA-
based network. A mathematic perspective of self-optimiz-
ing wireless network is proposed in [2], which introduces 
a mathematical model of load balancing. The cell load is 
defined by the ratio of the required physical resource 
blocks (PRB) and the available total PRBs in one cell [3]. 
The cell is viewed to be overloaded when the ratio is larger 
than 1. A traditional adaptive handover approach to 
achieve load balancing with load fluctuations is presented 
in [4]. The highest PRB-utilization cell is chosen as the 
source cell and the target cell is selected by the certain 
measurement mechanism called A3 events. Further rele-
vant references focused on the load balancing in the litera-
ture are included in [5–11]. Utility-based adaptive radio 
resource allocation is studied in [12] and specific utility 
functions are used in the simulations. According to [15], 
a novel resource allocation method which includes PRB 
and power assignment is proposed to achieve a significant 
balanced performance improvement between cell-edge and 
cell-center users. In [16], the problem of joint allocation of 
receiver, bit, and power over subcarriers is formulated into 
a nonlinear mixed integer programming (MIP) problem 
and figured out by decomposing the joint problem into 
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a set of smaller-scale linear MIPs. 
It is noteworthy that, as far as we know, the influence 
of resource allocation scheme is seldom considered in the 
research of load balance. However, load balancing alone, 
i.e. selecting the appropriate cell-edge user to switch to 
target neighbor cell, is not enough to improve the user 
experience in the whole network. This is because improper 
Radio Resource Mechanism (RRM) may lead to inefficient 
utilization of system resource, which increases the cell load 
and unsatisfied user number in hot spots. In fact, load bal-
ancing is regarded as a significant RRM which is crucial to 
guarantee high system performance for OFDMA-based 
LTE networks. In this paper, resource allocation and load 
balancing are jointly processed to improve the network 
performance and user experience. We formulate it as 
a problem of network resource efficiency maximization, 
which is subject to inter-cell interference and intra-cell 
resource constraints. Resource allocation and load balanc-
ing are implemented separately in different stages of opti-
mization. However, the joint resource allocation consisting 
of user scheduling and power assignment can be formu-
lated as a MIP problem, which has been proven to be NP-
hard [17]. We use a heuristic algorithm based on Lagrange 
Multipliers approach to deal with the sub-optimization case. 
Another concerned issue of resource allocation is how to 
balance network throughput and user fairness. To tackle 
this problem, the presented scheme which is based on 
modified max carrier to interference ratio (C/I) makes full 
advantage of multi-user diversity to serve more users while 
guaranteeing fairness between cell-edge and cell-center 
users. After a long time collection of measuring results, 
a practical algorithm which includes handover decision and 
call admission control is conducted on the load balancing 
stage, aiming at maximizing the objective function. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 
In Sec. 2, we introduce the system model and the formula-
tion problem. Section 3 presents the proposed resource 
allocation schemes, including throughput-driven user 
scheduling and power optimization subject to both evolved 
Node B (eNB) power and each PRB power, respectively. 
A practical algorithm of load balancing to further improve 
the system optimization objective is given in Sec. 4. The 
performance improvement is demonstrated and analyzed 
by simulations in Sec. 5. Conclusions are drawn in Sec. 6. 
2. System Model and Problem 
Formulation 
2.1 Network Model 
An OFDMA-based 3GPP LTE downlink multi-cell 
network with users of Constant Bit Rate (CBR) service is 
considered here. Each cell is controlled by a center eNB 
equipped with an omnidirectional antenna. The set of cells 
and users in the system are denoted by ={1 C}C ，……，  
and {1, K}K  ……， , respectively. Due to the plane 
architecture of LTE network, every eNB has to make 
a decision of resource allocation in each transmission time 
interval (TTI). Considering the tradeoff between system 
performance and time overhead of the simulation, the dura-
tion of a TTI mentioned in this paper is much longer than 
a subframe (1 ms). Adjacent twelve sub-carriers in the fre-
quency domain and one slot duration in the time domain 
are grouped into a PRB, which is regarded as the smallest 
unit that can be allocated to a user. All cells in the network 
share the same frequency band which can be divided into 
PRBs indexed by {1, M}M  ……， . 
2.2 Link Model 
A binary assignment indicator function is defined as 
, , {0,1}i m kI  , where , , =1i m kI  means that the m -th PRB in 
the i -th cell is assigned to the k -th user, and , ,i m kI =0 
otherwise. According to the LTE agreement, each PRB 
within a cell cannot be assigned to more than one user in 





1 ,i m k
k
I i C m M

       (1) 
Assuming that channel state information (CSI) is 
available at eNBs and each user knows the instantaneous 
signal strength from all neighboring cells through pilot 
detection. Channel condition is supposed to remain con-
stant within a TTI. Then the instantaneous signal-to-inter-
ference-and-noise ratio ( SINR ) of user k  on PRB m  in 
cell i  can be written as 
 , , , ,
, ,
0 , , , ,
,
i m k i m k
i m k
j j m k j m k





      (2) 
where , ,i m kp  and , ,i m kg  represent the power allocation to 
user k on PRB m  in cell i  and channel gain between user 
k and cell i  on PRB m , respectively. If , , =0i m kI , the trans-
mit power , , =0i m kp . The cell load is defined as the fraction 
of used PRBs and j  is the load of cell j . ICI arises when 
multiple adjacent cells operate on the same PRB. The 
closed form of ICI received by user k  in cell i  on PRB 
m is expressed as , , , ,
,
j j m k j m k
j C j i
p g
 
  , abbreviated as 
( )ik p  for simplicity. The interference received by user k  
in cell i  is a strictly increasing function of the load of 
neighbor cell j i . 0N is the thermal noise power spectral 
density. Due to (2), the achievable data rate of user k  on 
PRB m in cell i  is 
 , , , ,log(1 )i m k i m kB SINR     (3) 
where B  is the bandwidth of each PRB. For users with 
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CBR service in the network, the resource allocation should 
try to meet their rate requirement. It is stated as 
 , , , , ,k i m k i m k k
m
r I R i C k K         (4) 
where kr  and kR represent available data rate and request 
data rate of user k , severally. Constraint (4) states that user 
k  can be served by cell i  which can provide a larger data 
rate than QoS requirement. The unsatisfied user denoted by 
uk  is defined as the user whose available rate cannot meet 
the request data rate. 
2.3 Problem Formulation 
Our optimization goal is to maximize network re-
source efficiency subject to inter-cell interference and 
intra-cell resource constraints. The reason is that load 
imbalance and improper RRM often cause inefficient utili-
zation of system resource, which results in a great number 
of unsatisfied users in overload cells. Due to the fact that 
OFDMA can eliminate intra-cell interference by assigning 
users to orthogonal subcarriers, equal power allocation 
over all PRBs is always used for implementation simplicity 
as well as analytical tractability to resolve downlink re-
source allocation problem [17]. However, the equal power 
allocation may be excessive for the users with good chan-
nel condition while insufficient for the cell-edge users with 
poor channel condition. Thus, the unsatisfied users could 
only turn to request more bandwidth resource. This may 
eventually lead to the cell load increases or even overload. 
In the case of the smallest radio resource unit has been 
stipulated by LTE, the finer granularity of power allocation, 
the better performance of the system. Our scheme should 
optimize the cell ability to serve more users subject to 
limited resources and furthermore distribute the load 
among the unequal load cells. Therefore, the optimization 
problem is formulated as 
, , , ,
, ,
, , , ,
( ) max i m k i m ki m k





     
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 , , , ,i m k i m k BS
k m
p I P i C   , (6) 
 , , , ,i m k i m k sub
k
p I P i C m M     , (7) 
 , , Mi m k
m k
I i C   . (8) 
, ,i m ku  indicates the earned profit, i.e. resource efficiency, if 
PRB m  in cell i  is allocated to user k .Constraint in (5) 
which is derived by (2), (3) and (4) represents that the 
available data rate of any user in its current serving cell 
must achieve its data requirement. PBS and Psub in con-
straints (6) and (7) are the total power limitation at the eNB 
and each PRB, respectively. M in constraint (8) denotes the 
total number of available PRBs in each cell. The solution 
of the problem is to achieve a better performance balance 
between resources and users, where all users can equally 
get desirable available data rates despite of their channel 
conditions and QoS requirements. This problem is known 
as NP-hard since the computational complexity of seeking 
out the optimal solution is in exponential order of the prob-
lem size. Hence we need to seek for a sub-optimal method. 
3. Resource Allocation Scheme 
The feasible scheme proposed in this section is imple-
mented in two steps. In the first step, an efficient resource 
allocation, including user scheduling and power assign-
ment, is conducted in a distributed manner to serve as 
many users in the whole network as possible. In the second 
step, based on the resource allocation scheme mentioned in 
the first step, the network resource efficiency can be calcu-
lated and load balancing is implemented by switching the 
user that can maximize the objective function. As the plane 
architecture of LTE network without Radio Network con-
troller (RNC), the resource allocation has to be decided 
individually within each cell in a distributed manner. 
Neighbor eNBs exchange their ICI and load status infor-
mation periodically through X2 interface. A concerned 
issue of resource allocation is how to balance network 
throughput and user fairness. In order to take full advan-
tage of multi-user diversity to insure resource efficiency 
while balancing fairness among users with different chan-
nel conditions, a heuristic algorithm based on the Lagrange 
Multipliers approach is used to solve the problem ( )P  
described above. Then the resource optimization problem 
can be changed into an unconstrained optimization prob-
lem expressed as: 
 
, , , , , ,max( ( ))i m k i m k m i m k
k K m M
I u p i C
 
     (9) 
where , 1, 2 Mm m       are M  non-negative Lagrange 
Multipliers which are initialized to be zero, and , ,i m ku  is the 
resource efficiency if PRB m  in cell i  is allocated to 
user k . The feasible solution of sub-optimization problem 
can be achieved if all m  are calculated and updated to 
satisfy the constraint equation (6). Firstly, a modified max 
C/I scheme is adopted to allocate PRB m in cell i  to the 
only unsatisfied user , ,arg max
u
i m kk
k SINR . Then the 














    under the 
condition of (7). If the sum of the allocated power is larger 
than the eNB power constraint, in order to update the 
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Lagrange multipliers efficiently, the PRB with the biggest 
power will be found and reallocated, which leads to the 
minimum Lagrange multiplier increase until the sum of the 
allocated power satisfy the constrain (6). If there are 
multiple PRBs with same maximum power in a TTI, we 
will choose the one which correspond to the user with the 
lowest available date rate to be reallocated. The proposed 
resource allocation scheme can improve system 
performance effectively. On one hand, the PRB assignment 
based on modified max C/I can guarantee radio resource 
efficiency and network throughput, on the other hand, the 
flexible power allocation scheme can improve the fairness 
among users by avoiding excessive power assignment to 
cell center users compared with traditional equal power 
allocation proposal.  
Algorithm 1 Pseudocode of the algorithm 
1: for 1: Ci   
2: Initial the Lagrange multipliers, 0m  , for all m  
3: Pre-assignment phase 
4:    , ,arg max{ }
u
i m kk
k SINR , , , 1i m kI  , for all m  
5:    
-r
, ,
, , , ,





i m k sub
i m k i m k
sub
N p if p Pp g
P else
    
 
6: Calculate the total allocated power violation 
7:    
M K
, , , ,
1 1




   
8:     while 0i   
9:            for 1:m M  
10:                for 1:k K  
11:                   max , ,max{ }i m kP p  




, arg min{ } | ' arg{ }
mk i m km k m
m k r m p P    
'mk  is the user corresponding to PRB 'm  
13:                end for 
14:           end for 
15: Reallocation  
16:            for 1:k K  
17:              * *, *, * * , *, *, , , ,( )k i m k m i m ki m k i m kp p        
18:            end for  
19:            arg min{ }kkk  , for all k  
20: Update the Lagrange multiplier,  and i   
21:           * *m m k    
22:           * * *, , , ,0, 1i m k i m kI I   
23:            * ** , ,, ,i i i m ki m kp p     
24:     end while  
25: end for  
4. Load Balancing Algorithm 
After a long time user measuring and data collecting, 
a practical algorithm including handover decision and call 
admission control is conducted on the load balancing stage. 
Just as resource allocation, load balancing is implemented 
in a distributed way using limited neighbor information 
through X2 interface. Since we are trying to maximize the 
objective function, the value of the network resource effi-
ciency after handover should be larger than that before. 
Assuming that user k  is switched from cell i  to cell j , the 
following constraint should be satisfied 
 , , , ,
, , , ,
0
k k
j m k i m k
m M m Mj m k i m kp p
 
 
       (10) 
where kM  denotes the set of PRBs which is allocated to 
user k  within a certain TTI. The left part of inequality can 
be defined as handover gain ,
k
i jG . Because the period of 
load balance is much longer than the resource allocation 
cycle, our proposed scheme adopts average handover gain 
which needs to collect data for a relative long time to 
eliminate the influence of the instantaneous channel fading. 
The left part of inequality (10) is rewritten as the following 
form 
 , , , ,,
1 , , , ,
( ) ( )1 ( )
( ) ( )
k k
T
j m k i m kk
i j
t m M m Mj m k i m k
t t
G
T p t p t
 
  
    . (11) 
In constraint (11) T  is the statistics period. To 
guarantee the stability of the heuristic algorithm, we only 
switch the user with the maximal average handover gain in 
the whole network during each load balancing cycle. More-
over, the candidate handover user should also satisfy the 
call admission control of the target cell, or we have to 




i jG  , (12) 
 , 1j j k   , (13) 
 ,j k ThSINR SINR .   (14) 
The load of user k  in target cell j  is denoted by ,j k . 
Equation (12) presents the any implemented handover 
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should increase the network resource efficiency. Constraint 
in (13) expresses that the target cell should have enough 
spare resource for all existing users and the switching one. 
Constraint in (14) tells that the SINR  detected in target cell 
by user k  should be larger than its access threshold ThSINR . 
5. Performance Evaluation 
Simulations are used here to evaluate the performance 
of the proposed joint dynamic radio resource allocation and 
mobility load balancing scheme in LTE downlink networks. 
5.1 System Configuration 
A regular hexagonal of seven-cell network topology 
is considered with wrap-around technology to avoid border 
effect. Each cell is controlled by a center eNB with no 
sectors divided. Assuming the minimum data rate to ensure 
the QoS for every user is 720 Kbps. In terms of typical 
CBR service class such as voice and video, as long as the 
average speed (assuming that average during a relative 
short time interval) remains constant, the short-term fluc-
tuation of data rate is usually not seemed to be a problem. 
Thus, an appropriate increase in the request rate which is 
set to be 1000 kbps in our simulation can compensate for 
the instantaneous fading of time-varying channel. We set 
the TTI duration and load balancing cycle to be 0.1 s and 
15 s, respectively. Long time, for example, hour level 
simulation is needed to evaluate the proposed scheme. 
 
Parameter Value 
Cell layout 7 cells with wrap around technique 
User No. of center cell 45 （40 users won’t move out） 
User No. of other cells 5 
UE speed 5 km/h 
Cell radius 1 km 
eNB Tx power 46 dBm 
Pathloss 
Shadowing 
114.8367+33.7717*log10(d), d in km 




CBR full buffer traffic 
QoS guarantee data rate 720 Kbps 
Request data rate 1000 Kbps 
Resource allocation period   0.1 s 
User satisfaction 
measurement cycle 5 s 
Load balancing cycle  15 s 
Tab. 1. Simulation parameters. 
In order to simulate the load balancing scenario and 
differentiate the loads of neighboring cells, we set the 
center cell of the network to be the overloaded one with 45 
users distributed uniformly within it. Each user engages 
a random walk with correlation distance of 20 m and 
changes direction with the maximum update angle of 45 
degrees. Supposing that in order to maintain the heavy load 
concentration, 40 users in center cell would not move out 
of the original cell. The channel model reference COST 
231-Hata in which the frequency of transmission is modi-
fied to 3500 MHz to apply to this scenario. The main 
simulation parameters are given in Tab. 1. 
5.2 Simulation Results 
Firstly, we evaluate the performance of the proposed 
resource allocation algorithm in terms of cumulative distri-
bution for user throughput in each TTI and user fairness 
index. There are two reference scenarios, equal power 
allocation among PRBs and Fractional Frequency Reuse 
(FFR) scheme. The proposed load balancing algorithm is 
adopted by all of them. 
 
Fig. 1. Cumulative distribution for user throughput. 
Figure 1 shows the cumulative distribution function 
(CDF) of user throughputs achieved in each TTI by differ-
ent schemes for the same user distribution in the reference 
network. On one hand, we can find that the vast majority of 
user throughputs are very close to 1000 Kbps in our pro-
posed scheme. On the other hand, in the traditional equal 
power allocation and FFR scheme, user throughputs span 
a large range. It is because that too much frequency and 
power resources are occupied by the good channel condi-
tion users, who achieve larger available data rate than their 
actual QoS needs. Therefore, the available resources left 
for cell-edge users with poor channel condition become 
relative less. If the wireless resources are abundant enough, 
user throughput is the bigger the better and the FFR will be 
the best choice of the three schemes. However, in load 
balancing scenario, making effort to guarantee QoS for all 
users in the network is the most significant. Fig.1 reveals 
that more than 3% users cannot achieve QoS guaranteed 
data rate of 720 Kbps in both reference scenarios while in 
the proposed algorithm there are about 2% unsatisfied 
users. If the system users in each TTI can be regarded as 
independent irrelevant, the proposed scheme can obviously 
reduce the number of unsatisfied users in the network dur-
ing the whole simulation. 
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Fig. 2. User fairness index. 
Figure 2 shows the user fairness index versus load 
















 , which ranges in [1/ K,1] . A larger 
F denotes a fairer throughput distribution among users. 
We can observe that the user fairness in the proposed 
resource allocation algorithm outperforms the other two 
schemes significantly throughout the simulation time. This 
is because the proposal can avoid excessive resource 
allocation to cell-center users and leave more resource to 
help users with poor channel condition to achieve a lager 
throughput so as to improve the fairness among all users in 
the system. 
We can find that the proposed resource allocation 
scheme can achieve better performance in terms of 
guaranteeing the user QoS and the user fairness index from 
the above results. Thus, our proposed resource allocation 
scheme is selected for the following simulations. 
Based on the resource allocation scheme discussed 
above, the optimization objective representing network 
resource efficiency can be calculated. Then we focus on 
the practical load balancing algorithm in terms of cumula-
tive distribution for user throughput in each TTI, load 
balancing index and the number of unsatisfied users. The 
no load balancing scenario and a conventional MLB 
method presented in [4] are used for reference. 
Figure 3 shows the cumulative distribution function 
(CDF) of user throughput achieved in each TTI by the 
different schemes. The throughputs in all scenarios con-
verge to 1000 Kbs. However, the proposed LB algorithm 
can successfully maintain high performance for almost all 
users regardless of channel equality, i.e., if the system 
users in each TTI can be regarded as independent irrelevant, 
more than 95% users can achieve throughput over 
720 Kbps compared to about 90% users in the MLB case. 
Figure 4 shows the load balancing index varying with 



















 . Just as the user fairness index, a larger 
( )t  denotes a more balanced load distribution among cells. 
The load balancing index in proposed LB case increases 
from the initial  value 0.67 to the  value  close to 1 with the 
 
Fig. 3. Cumulative distribution for user throughput in LB 
scenario. 
 
Fig. 4. Network load index. 
 
Fig. 5. Total number of unsatisfied users in overall network. 
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increase of load balancing times, representing the traffic 
distribution in the whole network becomes more and more 
uniform. The result for MLB method is inferior and the 
case of no-LB is as poor as expected. 
Figure 5 shows the number of unsatisfied users versus 
load balancing times. We can observe a significant number 
of unsatisfied users which is always hovering around 16 
out of 75 in the no load balancing scenario. Using MLB 
can improve user satisfaction. However, MLB method is 
difficult to keep a stable performance. In the LB case, the 
number of unsatisfied users decreases dramatically to about 
1 after 25 load balancing times, and the good performance 
can be maintained to the end of simulation.  
6. Conclusion 
In this paper, joint dynamic radio resource allocation 
and mobility load balancing are considered in 3GPP LTE 
downlink OFDMA-based network. The optimization prob-
lem is formulated as maximizing network resource effi-
ciency subject to inter-cell interference and intra-cell re-
source constraints. Resource allocation and load balancing 
are implemented in different stages of optimization. 
A heuristic algorithm based on Lagrange Multipliers 
approach is used in user scheduling and power 
optimization. The scheme makes full advantage of multi-
user diversity to guarantee resource efficiency and network 
throughput while improving fairness between cell-edge and 
cell-center users. Then a practical load balancing algorithm 
is proposed to further improve the optimization objective. 
Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed scheme 
can significantly optimize the network performance in 
terms of user throughput, user fairness, load balancing 
index and the number of unsatisfied users.  
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